Both the old and the new Houses of Parliament at Westminster embodied profound concerns over science and politics in the 1830s. After the 1832 Reform Act, which extended the British franchise from about 500,000 to around 813,000 voters, there followed a period of uncertainty over what direction politics was heading in and the roles of scientific thinking and objectivity in political philosophy. Before the ancient Palace of Westminster burned down in 1834 such questions, in relation to the architecture of Parliament, were somewhat limited to politically radical Utilitarian circles. Yet with the problem of rebuilding a new home for Britain’s legislature, architecture became a subject of radical, Whig, and even Tory rhetoric. How Parliament was to be rebuilt involved architectural questions of style and engineering, yet contrasting approaches to government informed differing understandings over what was appropriate for the new Palace. This chapter examines the discourse which surrounded the new Palace of Westminster, and places the rebuilding of Parliament in the context of post-1832 politics.

The 1832 Reform Act was the political event of the decade. In this atmosphere of reform the physical Houses of Parliament had been subject to much attention, even before the fire. Varying suggestions for what form Parliament should take and what style or practical concerns should be prioritized were built on contrasting conceptions of what Parliament actually was. This was not self-evident. The Utilitarian Westminster Review portrayed Parliament as a machine for the manufacture of legislation. The radical Utilitarian MP Joseph Hume (1777–1858) felt Parliament to be a site of government, in which MPs were to act almost like automata in making objective decisions. Others considered Parliament not as a machine, but as an exemplar of the British constitution, embodying the government’s right to rule. Robert Peel, for instance, asserted that this character was inseparably bound from the history which
surrounded the location of Westminster as the seat of government.¹ These varying notions of what Parliament was continued throughout the nineteenth century. Conservatives, such as the three-time Prime Minister the Earl of Derby (1799–1869), viewed Parliament as ‘a sovereign deliberative assembly, where parliamentary parties defined an authoritative national interest, distinct from ... the clamour of the populace’.² For Derby, Parliament’s autonomy was essential to the British political system. By comparison journalist Walter Bagehot (1826–1877), writing in 1867, was cautious over the power contained within the walls of the Palace of Westminster, considering the Cabinet to be the true site of governmental authority. Bagehot believed that the true purpose of the House of Commons was to appoint a Cabinet to rule. As he put it, the ‘cabinet, in a word, is a board of control chosen by the legislature, out of persons whom it trusts and knows, to rule the nation’. In this analysis, the House of Lords acted as ‘a reservoir of cabinet ministers’ to be chosen by the Commons.³ Parliament was thus both a chooser of, and a reservoir for, executive governments. At the same time, Scottish philosopher Thomas Carlyle (1795–1881) informed his readers that Parliament was redundant due to the increasing prominence of debate in the pages of The Times.⁴ With such a varied interpretation of Parliament’s meaning, it is hardly surprising that the question of what form the building should take descended into controversy.

While the meaning of Parliament varied, there was a widespread conviction that the new building should embody enlightened government. In the 1830s politics and science were closely interconnected and this relationship was central to much thought on the new Palace. If politics could be progressive by being scientific, then displaying this through architecture was conceived as a powerful form of constructing political credibility for Parliament. The style adopted, materials of construction, attention to lighting and ventilating, and allocation of space to parliamentary business were all central concerns. They were ways of showing how the government was rational and committed to ruling effectively, but science itself was problematic. While reform characterized the 1830s, the threat of revolution was an ever-present spectre. Within this, science had an important role. Moderate Whigs and liberal Tories shared in the utopian hope that the spread of knowledge would bring about social progress. Science revealed divine providence, underpinned the material and

spiritual advance of civilization, and justified established political hierarchies. However, existing social orders faced challenges from science’s new findings. Geology’s teachings over deep time challenged the literal truth of the Bible, while chemistry was feared as a harbinger of materialism, and new astronomical theories proposing that suns evolved from gaseous nebulae shook traditional beliefs over the origins of the solar system. The idea that all in the universe, mental and spiritual, resulted from matter in motion, was a dangerous one socially. Although science carried with it idealistic hopes of a society organized around nature, there were fears that such potent forms of knowledge could be misused. So although science assumed authority in the mid-nineteenth century, it was controversial in the 1830s. Not only were its own credentials unclear, but also it threatened existing authorities.

Past histories have tended to overlook this context for Parliament’s architecture. George Weitzman argued that the use of science and attention to utility in Parliament’s construction could secure an image of enlightened governance. To make the building practically efficient for conducting public business was to enhance government’s credibility. Weitzman explained how Joseph Hume led radical Utilitarian calls for a new Parliament, built in reference to recent natural philosophy focused on optics, blood circulation, and respiration. Hume’s Utilitarian emphasis of function was accompanied by a commitment to the neoclassical style as reflective of scientific enlightenment and republicanism. Rorabaugh developed this by explaining how Whigs and Tories both favoured Gothic architecture as a means of implying government continuity in a post-reformed political landscape. In this account, post-1834 Whig and Tory commitments to ecclesiastical Gothic architecture stood in the way of radical demands for a scientific, republican, and neoclassical Parliament.

Quinault’s work on Parliament and the Victorian constitution extended

this interpretation. He demonstrated that the pre-1834 Parliament was a Royal Palace, and that Barry’s replacement structure continued this ‘regal flavour’. 11 Parliament’s longest room was the Victoria Gallery, its tallest structure was the Victoria Tower, and its decoration consisted of royal crests and sculptures. As Quinault put it, Parliament was evidently not ‘a temple to Whiggism and Parliamentary sovereignty’. 12

Philip Aspin has shown that a crude assessment of style as subject to party lines is unconvincing. 13 Attempts to label styles such as Gothic and neoclassical either Whig or Tory do not work. This was also true of making the Parliament building scientific. The value of science was not limited to any specific group, but was broadly shared. There was a sustained conviction that politics could be treated in a way systematic and objective, employing irrefutable knowledge. 14 This approach was often characteristic of Whig political philosophy, but shared similar intellectual foundations with Utilitarianism. The post-Newtonian concept that a good statesman should be adept at retaining and applying knowledge to social problems was, in the 1830s, a common conviction. 15 Joe Bord has demonstrated that this idea of politics as a science was central to Whig political culture. 16 Rather than limit science to Whig political philosophy, Bord cogently argues that science mattered to how a politician acted and displayed himself as a Whig. Illustrating natural philosophy to be at the heart of this ‘Whig World’, Bord defined four Whig values (liberality, statesmanship, cultivation, and rational sociability) through which scientific understanding could be articulated in the daily life of Whig politics. Building on Bord’s conception of Whig manners, or rather the ‘ways of being a Whig statesman’, this chapter shows how in the 1830s there was an architectural dimension to Whig politics and science, expressed through the literature surrounding the new Parliament.

To do this, I first examine the architectural competition for the new Houses of Parliament and the selection of Charles Barry. I then go on to show how this decision was made at a time of political uncertainty. In 1834, the Whig government was far from stable following the Great Reform Act. Along with calling for further political reforms, radicals targeted the Palace as in need of rebuilding along functional lines. To
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accompany the new political system, they demanded an efficient, more machine-like organ of governance. Such arguments were informed by a commitment to making politics scientific. However, I conclude by showing that while science could guide radical demands for a new Parliament, it could also shape broader interpretations of the new Palace. Amid the debates surrounding the new building, there was a rhetorical consensus that the Palace should reflect enlightened government, and this was widely believed to entail attention to science. This chapter then, shows how rebuilding Parliament was both a political, and an engineering challenge.

Catastrophe and Competition

On 16 October 1834, the Palace of Westminster was destroyed in a fire (Figure 1.1). While some observers feared the apocalyptic disaster to be a divine judgement for the overthrow of God’s natural order in 1832, The Times chose to capture the drama and ‘terrific splendour’ of the spectacle.\(^\text{17}\) After the flames had finished their destructive work, the newspaper recorded the moment as a political epoch. The question of whether a new political system warranted a new building had long plagued Parliament but, as The Times reported, the ‘motion for a new house’ was now ‘carried without a division’.\(^\text{18}\) The morning of 17 October marked the dawn of a controversy over how and who should build the new home of Britain’s legislature. The Whig Prime Minister Lord Melbourne (1779–1848) instructed Robert Smirke (1780–1867), architect of the British Museum and influential leader of Greek revival architecture, to construct temporary accommodation for the Commons and Lords. Smirke reserved the remains of the old Painted Chamber for the Lords, and the walls of the old House of Lords for the new temporary House of Commons. After the addition of a roof and much refurbishment, the fire-damaged Upper Chamber provided the Commons with a larger space than the original Lower Chamber in St Stephen’s Chapel. This conversion from fire-damaged ruins into a temporary Parliament was completed on 17 February 1835, by the adoption of prefabricated iron girders and timbering (Figure 1.2).\(^\text{19}\)


Figure 1.1 Joseph Mallord William Turner’s ‘The Burning of the Houses of Parliament’ (1834). This is by permission of the Tate Britain, 2017

Figure 1.2 Committee rooms forming part of the temporary accommodation for the Houses of Parliament

The question of the permanent new Parliament’s architecture was one which reached the very pinnacle of government. Melbourne wrote to King William IV of his fears should ‘debate and diversity of opinion’ engulf the question of the new Palace. Melbourne was strongly committed to preserving the historical associations of Westminster’s ‘ancient and established place of assembly’. Moving sites, he was sure, would encourage a larger accommodation for spectators which had in the past had ‘fatal effects’, such as during the 1789 French Revolution, when ‘large galleries filled with the multitude’ had exerted pressure on the ‘deliberation of public assemblies, and consequently upon the laws and institutions of nations’. The dangers of large debating chambers were to be avoided. Melbourne also favoured preserving the site in order to continue the ‘character, form, and extent’ of the old Parliament. He hoped that this continuity would secure political stability. Melbourne requested Smirke rebuild Parliament quickly but his temporary fall from government in November 1834 jeopardized this appointment. Robert Peel’s (1788–1850) brief Conservative administration was immediately confronted with the same problem of rebuilding Parliament. Like Melbourne, Peel defended the historical associations of the old site and favoured Melbourne’s choice of architect. Smirke had worked on Peel’s country seat, Drayton Manor, and his neoclassical townhouse near Parliament. In 1835, Smirke’s Conservative credentials were underlined by his membership of the Carlton Club.

It was the ex-Tory MP and master of King Leopold of the Belgians’ household, Edward Cust (1794–1878), who campaigned for a ‘market’ competition, judged by a King’s Commission of men interested in architecture, to determine the design of the new Parliament. He wanted individuals, who were not professional architects, to specify the requirements of the competition and evaluate the entries. This ‘experiment’ of a competition would, Cust reckoned, secure an appropriate building and a

---
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competent architect. Over the preceding decade Cust had been gravely concerned by the state of public architecture. The 1820s had been a tumultuous time for government works. Under George IV’s government, expenditure spiralled out of control, with architects appointed without competition and financial estimates rarely proving accurate. For example, the architect John Nash (1752–1835) initially estimated his designs for Regent’s Street would cost £385,000 to build, but by 1826 the expense exceeded £1,533,000. The most embarrassing of these public scandals was Nash’s work at Buckingham Palace. Aside from his design’s lack of aesthetic unity due to the connection of the main block to terminal pavilions with low wings, the architect’s spending was so lavish that it became the subject of a select committee in 1828. It was later revealed that Nash did not believe architects should be held responsible for exceeding the costs of their estimates. Calculating the cost of tradesmen and building materials did not, Nash contended, fall within an architect’s remit. Furthermore, architects who were dependent on state patronage, such as Nash and Smirke, were hostile to open competitions, regarding them as a waste of labour. While these government architects had the favour of George IV they could avoid competition, but with his death in 1830 and mounting public anger, there was a growing consensus that a modern professional architect had to be competent at calculating estimates and know the skills and labour required in construction, and produce accurate drawings, good enough to win competitions.

Until losing his seat for Lostwithiel when it was disenfranchised in 1832, Cust had argued in Parliament that the government needed to exert greater authority over architectural projects. He was sure that a competition to find a professional architect, who could deliver skilled work without extravagant expenditure, would best secure the nation’s

24 Cust, A letter to the Right Honourable Sir Robert Peel, pp. 16–17; compare with criticism of patronage, in T. Juvara, Strictures on architectural monstrosities, and suggestions for an improvement in the direction of public works, (London, 1835).
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interests. However, he was also eager to ensure Parliament was aesthetically pleasing. Cust did not trust the generation of neoclassical architects, which included Smirke, to deliver acceptable designs. While Buckingham Palace had been generally derided, Cust had personally worked alongside Barry to improve William Wilkins’ (1778–1839) designs for the National Gallery which were criticized publicly for lacking aesthetic quality. Cust’s calls for a competition in 1835 were part of a widespread public campaign against the old practice of monopolizing architectural projects.

When Peel briefly became Prime Minister after the election of late-1834, he maintained that the choice of new building would remain with those who would pay for the new Palace, the Commons. However, due to the increasing public hostility towards the government’s architectural patronage, Peel embraced Cust’s calls for an open competition. In March 1835, the Conservative government established a select committee to consider the form of the new building. This committee paid particular attention to practical questions, including the physical arrangements of the Commons and means for preserving MPs’ health. Along with matters of practicality, it limited the architectural style to Gothic or Elizabethan, believing that these would be consistent with Parliament’s medieval heritage and surrounding architecture, particularly the Henry VII Chapel of Westminster Abbey.

On Melbourne’s return to power in April 1835, this open approach was continued. The Whig First Commissioner of Woods and Forests from 1835 to 1841 and brother-in-law of Melbourne, Lord Duncannon (1781–1847), appointed five judges to a royal commission adjudicating on an open competition for the new building. This scheme was part of a wider project to reform the practices of the Office of Woods and Forests, which administered the Office of Works from 1832 and was responsible for public architecture. Duncannon’s role of responsibility for public and


government buildings was both administrative and also highly political. Duncannon and Melbourne delegated the choice of Parliament’s style and form to the royal commission, made up of Cust, Thomas Liddell, George Vivian, and as chairman, the Whig MP for Tewkesbury and amateur architect Charles Hanbury-Tracy (1778–1858). With the closing date set for 1 December 1835, ninety-seven proposed designs were submitted from which the commissioners shortlisted four. From these they declared entry sixty-four to be outstanding and announced it as the winner. This entry was that of Charles Barry.

Barry’s entry conformed to the competition specification of a Gothic structure. He proposed a Palace rich in medieval Gothic detail, typical of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries. At the House of Lords’ end of the building, a colossal square tower, known as the Victoria Tower, was proposed over the Royal Entrance. His Gothic plans were to be built around surviving medieval structures, such as Westminster Hall and the Undercroft Chapel, beneath St Stephen’s Chapel. In this way, the past was incorporated with the new. Barry’s designs, although lavishly covered in elaborate Gothic carvings, were actually rather classical in style, based on the principle of symmetry. Much of the Gothic detail, as will be seen in Chapter 2, was the contribution of Augustus Pugin (1812–1852). For many Tory and Whig commentators, these Gothic plans appeared to reaffirm traditional and institutional power, implying continuity with the past in a narrative of gradual progress. However, Barry’s entry was hugely controversial in post-1832 British politics.

Radical Proposals: The Politics of Barry’s Appointment

The choice of Barry’s designs came at a crucial moment in British politics. Even before the destruction of the old Houses of Parliament the question of what form the legislature should take was controversial, with radical Utilitarians demanding a new building more befitting of a modern, enlightened, political system. These calls for a physical Parliament to accompany the 1832 Reform Act were grounded in a conviction that politics should be made more scientific. An enlightened government required an appropriate building, and radicals were sure that this was not to be found in a Gothic shrine to traditional notions of a Constitution.

---

but in a structure which prioritized function and efficiency. While a Classical style would conjure up images of republican democracy, attention to lighting, ventilation, and suitable space for business would ensure Parliament became a more mechanistic, rational organ of governance.

Before 1834 Joseph Hume led this campaign for a building of efficiency and utility. Born in Scotland, the son of a shipmaster, Hume’s education included natural science. Apprenticed to a surgeon in 1790, he then studied medicine at the Universities of Aberdeen and Edinburgh. After gaining experience as a naval surgeon’s mate and seeing service with the East India Company from 1799, he took his first seat in Parliament in 1812. A confirmed radical, the MP for Kilkenny had been a fervent advocate of the Reform Bills of 1831 and 1832. He campaigned for the secret ballot, triennial parliaments, further franchise extension, and religious toleration. He also worked alongside Edwin Chadwick to draft public health legislation, employing his experience as a physician. In all his endeavours Hume was guided by his Utilitarian philosophy. During his time at the Montrose Academy, Hume’s closest friend had been James Mill (1773–1836), and in later life he shared the philosophic radicalism of Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806–1873). This radicalism held that all actions should be judged morally right or wrong based on their creation or diminution of pleasure, and that this held implications for legal and social institutions. Utilitarian philosophical radicalism argued that the maximizing of happiness was the moral standard by which all human choices should be measured.

Even before the fire, Hume raised the question of the overcrowded reformed Parliament in the Commons. Debates were conducted, sometimes continually for over seventeen hours, in an atmosphere which Hume deemed unhealthy. In 1833, he declared the House unfit for more than 400 MPs, but due to the 1832 Reform Act, this number was now at over 600. Hume’s concerns were grounded in his readings of medical texts, such as physician William Harvey’s (1578–1657) teachings, which focused on blood flow and respiration. He found support
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from the MP for Bridport, Henry Warburton (1784–1858), a fellow doctor who believed sitting in the Commons to be a ‘state of bodily torture’. Hume cited evidence collected during a recent select committee which he had chaired. The problem of Parliament’s physical structure had been assessed before the Reform Act, in 1831. During this select committee the architect Benjamin Wyatt (1775–1852) provided technical information on sound and ventilation in the Commons. Wyatt considered possible alterations to the chamber’s roof to assist the acoustics. He asserted that raising the Commons’ roof would improve hearing, having weighed up the potential for sound vibrations to irregularly collide with ‘the particles of the fluid which constitutes the vehicle of sound’. Despite such optimism, the committee judged the House to be both inadequate for enacting efficient public business, and also incapable of undergoing any improvement.

Hume’s 1833 committee placed increased emphasis on practical matters and judged that a new Parliament was essential for a reformed legislature. It reviewed the form a new Parliament should take. This committee, which included Peel, Warburton, and the MP for Monmouth and civil engineer, Benjamin Hall (1802–1867), declared ventilation to be very imperfect, and the threats to the health of MPs to be extensive. Hume’s questioning focused on the transmission of sound, debating chamber shape, and means of ventilation. The architect John Soane (1753–1837) felt Parliament’s existing site secured good air circulation, but recommended a debating chamber based on the Olympic Theatre at Vicenza. This would mean a rectangular room with a semi-circular apse for the transmission of sound. Smirke agreed with Soane’s straight parallel sides, but favoured a semi-hexagonal apse. Decimus Burton (1800–1881), protégé of Nash and architect of the Athenaeum, advised Hume that a new Parliament should


43 Report from the Select Committee on House of Commons Buildings; together with the minutes of evidence taken before them, PP. 1833 (17), p. 12.


be ‘advantageously placed for light and ventilation’ and have a rectangular debating chamber with semi-circular ends. This was based on experiments he had made on sound in theatres and churches. Nevertheless, he felt parallel benches were vital to securing the intense cross-bench debate characteristic of English politics. Hume also interrogated Burton over his newly designed system of lighting, conceived so as to avoid stress on the eyes of members. To subsequent witnesses, including architects James Savage (1779–1852), Thomas Hopper, and Edward Blore (1787–1879), Hume pursued questions over the relation between sound and the shape of walls and height of roofs, considering the advantages and drawbacks of a circular debating chamber like that of the Chamber of Deputies in Paris. His commitment to utility shaped his questioning. However, the witnesses’ evidence presented little accord over what was a practical form and shape for a new chamber.

Hume’s efforts won praise in the Westminster Review. Sir Henry Cole (1808–1882), the inventor of the commercial Christmas card and an establishing member of Imperial College London, heralded Hume’s campaign for a suitable building for Britain’s democratic representatives. As a friend of John Stuart Mill, Cole was close to the Philosophical Radicals and along with promoting improved urban drainage and water supply, would go on to play an instrumental role in the 1851 Great Exhibition before becoming the first director of the Victoria and Albert Museum. He believed the physical structure, or ‘machinery’, of Parliament to be an important matter. To pursue reformed politics in the ‘barbarous’ House of Commons was impractical. The building was too small for 658 MPs and presented an unhealthy atmosphere where members were subjected to noxious vapours and typhus fever. Cole felt the Whig and Tory commitment to the existing Commons was a scheme to undermine the impact of the Reform Act. It was ‘a regular system for driving out the people’s agents by making the house too hot to hold them’.

Hume’s commitment to a new Parliament of utility was typical of a broader Utilitarian agenda. Both James Mill and Joseph Hume had Scottish roots, as did their political philosophy. The Utilitarian philosophical
radicalism of Bentham and Mill placed emphasis on the science of legislation; Bentham’s political science was a set of utility-based principles guiding the choices of the legislator.\textsuperscript{54} Mill and his son, John Stuart, both believed that for the science of politics to be truly enlightened, increasing the franchise was required, and argued that government had to focus on principles rather than party.\textsuperscript{55} John Stuart Mill argued that the principle of utility in government was essential because it was the purest measurement of society’s progress to high civilization.\textsuperscript{56} Mill’s emphasis on intellectualism in governance built on the work of the University of Edinburgh’s professor of moral philosophy from 1785 to 1810, Dugald Stewart (1753–1828), who placed value on science in politics as a means to progress. Like Stewart, Mill believed that the nature of reasoning in science carried an authority which was transferable to politics. Mill explained that induction, by which he meant the operation of discovering general propositions and rules from observable evidence, was vital in both science and politics. He was confident that induction was at the heart of logic in science, and that ‘a complete logic of the sciences would be also a complete logic of practical business and common life’.\textsuperscript{57} In politics, as in science, it was important to establish general truths through induction, and then make choices based on these known principles. Mill was thus concerned with establishing a system of epistemological methodology applicable to the physical world, which could be transferred to questions of morality and science.\textsuperscript{58} This concept was at the heart of the Utilitarian philosophical radicalism which Hume shared. So not only would a Parliament of utility be practically good for an efficient government, but for the Parliament to itself espouse utility had broader implications. It would demonstrate to observers that Parliament was an organ of objective, scientific government and that here was an authority both capable and credible of ruling the nation.

These radical overtones made architecture and the prioritizing of practical concerns like lighting and ventilation contentious at Westminster. Peel summarized Whig-Tory concerns regarding the Utilitarian drive for a new Parliament in his response to Hume’s 1833 select committee report. Peel believed that all reports he had ever read, it was ‘the most imperfect’ and
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He damned the report’s inability to produce a decisive opinion on any question and failure to select any of the twenty-two proposed plans for a new House of Commons. He warned that a larger debating chamber would be ineffectual for improving the discharge of public business, and that it was foolish to blame the building for all the faults of health and hearing among MPs. Hume’s motion to build a new Parliament was subsequently defeated in a division by 154 votes to seventy. Peel’s reservations over a new Utilitarian Parliament were part of wider political uncertainties within Parliament immediately after the 1832 Reform Act. As leader of the Tory party Peel had, after the Duke of Wellington’s loss of the leadership following his refusal to consider political reform, opposed Prime Minister Earl Grey’s (1764–1845) reform programme between 1830 and 1832. Both in opposition, and during his brief ministry between 1834 and 1835, Peel was cautious over making concessions to radicals. Many Whigs shared these fears. Following Grey’s resignation in July 1834, Melbourne was confronted with navigating his ministry through a newly reformed political world. Like Peel, Melbourne was apathetic towards the Utilitarian calls for a new Parliament.

This context of the post-reformed political system is important for understanding the Whig-Tory ambiguity regarding Hume’s calls for a Parliament built to embody values central to Utilitarianism. Although it expanded the electorate to men who occupied premises worth at least £10 per annum in towns and £50 per annum in counties, abolished rotten boroughs, and created new representation for large towns like Birmingham and Manchester, the 1832 Reform Act changed very little of the existing political system at Westminster. From 1832 until 1852, only Melbourne’s cabinet between 1834 and 1835 contained more commoners than peers. Despite this, Peter Mandler has shown that while the Reform Act had little effect on Parliament, it had a great impact on the
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Mandler demonstrated that this agitation concerned the post-reformed ministries of Grey and Melbourne. The big question for Grey and Melbourne between 1832 and 1834 was how could governments assert ministerial authority over popularly elected seats and provide direction to legislation? There were two managerial problems for post-1832 governments. Primarily, Parliament witnessed an increased activity by MPs, threatening the government’s control over Parliament’s legislative timetable, and secondly, an increase in petitioning. The Whig ministry’s response in 1833 was to reserve Mondays and Fridays exclusively for government business. This was, as the Speaker of the Commons noted, a reaction to ‘popular feeling’. Grey and Melbourne feared that any election would return a government unable to govern; the Reform Act appeared to have created a ‘rudderless’ administration. By the summer of 1834, Melbourne had endured two exhausting sessions of reformed Parliament. The following decade was a period of consolidating and reaffirming stability in a reformed system. As Mandler put it, ‘Whigs and Tories are seen to be rallying together against the threat from below and groping towards the “Victorian Compromise” of moderate Liberalism’. So although Parliament did not appear radically different in 1834 from its 1831 state, the Reform Act provided a context of uncertainty which was important in debates over Parliament’s architecture both before and after the fire of 1834. At the heart of these debates was a concern not only with the form of a new building, but what Parliament should be, and what its business was. Challenges from radicals such as Hume were not new after 1833, but drew increasing Whig and Tory caution. As Jonathan Parry concluded, the Whig government, which was above all a ‘Reforming’ government, never seemed to secure stability.

In this context of uncertainty, the Utilitarian agenda for rebuilding Parliament aroused concern. Hume was proposing a radically new building, conceptualized as a mechanistic organ of government at the very moment the Whig administration sought to secure solidarity. Following Parliament’s destruction, the Utilitarian imperative for a building of science and practical utility intensified. Hume assisted Arthur Symonds in publishing a Utilitarian
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perspective of the opportunity the fire presented in the *Westminster Review*. He believed that the fire had removed the ‘aching tooth’ of government, eradicating all sentimental attachments to the old building. As he cruelly put it, referring to the negligence of the old Parliament’s caretaker, all Whig and Tory arguments had been ‘dissolved by the carelessness of some slut that forgot to sweep her hearth-stone’. Symonds hoped the new Parliament would be functional, with space for committee rooms, accommodation, and all the appropriate ‘machinery’ for individual MPs to work to their full potential.\(^{71}\)

This analogy of an ideal Parliament as a machine ran through Symonds’s article. A government ruling by political science and clear principles demanded a mechanistic building of Utilitarian function. He believed the new structure should be ‘A powerful machine, of nicest force . . . of wondrous power . . . adjusted to a thousand special functions, yet combining for the production of one grand general effect’.\(^{72}\) This description shows what was the ideal government building in Utilitarian philosophy, but also illustrates how subjective the meaning of Parliament was. For the Utilitarian journal, the question of a new House of Commons was not one of four walls, but ‘by what machinery shall the legislative functions be best performed?’ To work mechanistically, Symonds described how the new Parliament must have good access, sound, warmth, ventilation, and efficient means of division, as well as space for reporters, refreshment rooms, records, while also being fireproof. Interestingly he explained that a decrease in representative members would allow for a smaller debating chamber and make questions of heating and ventilating easier to address. The new Parliament could, he suggested, entail considerable political reform. Reducing the number of MPs would increase the legislature’s efficiency. Furthermore, he declared that the new Parliament could only be truly enlightened if women were permitted inside the Commons. He believed a female audience within the Commons itself would reduce impolite debates and encourage MPs to be diligent on the benches.\(^{73}\) A later committee on the admission of ladies to the Commons, which included Hume, appeased the *Westminster Review*’s calls for female spectators; as of July 1835, up to twenty-four spaces in the Strangers Gallery would be reserved for women.\(^{74}\)

It was not just questions of utility that aroused radical passions. The use of Gothic was immensely alienating. For the likes of Hume, the Gothic did not
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appear an appropriate style for an enlightened legislature. This question of style had actually been a divisive topic for over forty years before the fire. Attempts to reconceive the old Parliament as a neoclassical senate house, including those of architects Soane and Wyatt, had come to nothing following the increased association of the style with republicanism after the 1789 French Revolution. In 1799 Wyatt embraced the Gothic in his plans to rework the Lords’ chamber and in subsequent years focused on reconstruction work which showed off the medieval splendour of the palace. The nineteenth century witnessed a commitment to maintaining Parliament’s Gothic character as part of an anti-revolutionary affirmation of English politics. Radicals claimed the neoclassical as reminiscent of ancient democracies and emulative of continental republics. Hume also believed that while the Gothic was especially prone to the ill-effects of weathering, neoclassical structures would defy decay better due to their lack of ornament. The Architectural Magazine shared in these concerns with style and practicality, asserting ‘the importance of science and engineering’ in the new Parliament building. The journal’s founding editor, John Claudius Loudon (1783–1843), had met Bentham in 1803 after graduating from the University of Edinburgh in 1802. Through his Architectural Magazine, Loudon oversaw John Ruskin’s first publication. Despite this, the journal only ran from 1834 to 1839. Loudon was concerned with utility in architecture and promoted what he was sure was a rational approach to building which focused on the materials and practices of construction. His journal provided a commentary on the ‘pragmatic functionalism’ of the ‘benefits of modern technology’, including heating and ventilation.

Loudon agreed that Hume was correct to be guided by ‘fundamental principles of utility’, avoiding damp and bad air, and focusing on facilitating efficient public business. The new Parliament should be fire-proof, lit by gas lamps, heated by steam boilers, and well ventilated. He felt its construction should build on ‘human knowledge’, which was
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‘always progressive’. Loudon favoured open competition and a change of site. Although Loudon wanted a new competition for a new site without style restrictions, he felt Cust’s existing competition, far from being unscientific had, in revealing the talent of Britain’s architects, already contributed much ‘to the progress of architecture as a science’. The attention surrounding the new building was thus seen to itself be compiling and advancing architectural knowledge. The journal especially feared that the Gothic style did not represent modern knowledge. When Barry’s plans were publicized, the style was deemed unenlightened in this ‘age of railroads’. It demanded a style reflecting modern learning, rather than the Gothic, which invoked the crude ‘materialism of the Flemish school’. One commentator in the journal, particularly concerned by the future of architecture which was at stake in the rebuilding of Parliament, was the Devonian architect and engineer, Charles Fowler (1792–1867). Fowler had experienced both disciplines by the 1830s, having constructed Totnes Bridge in Devon between 1826 and 1828. Like Loudon, Fowler believed the new Parliament signified an epoch ‘for the development of genius, and the exercise of the arts and science’. Good architecture embraced a wide range of arts and sciences and was the product of ‘the profound resources of the philosopher’. Parliament mattered because it would, he predicted, give direction to architecture for years to come. Yet he derided Gothic as a third-rate style, essentially ecclesiastic and collegiate. No Gothic Parliament could be modern ‘in this enlightened age’. Outside of the Architectural Magazine, Fowler echoed these sentiments, choosing to focus instead on the site, but remaining convinced that Gothic was ignorant and that architecture was inherently connected to a nation’s industry. Style then was controversial, not only for politicians, but in wider circles, and Parliament was identified as the vital stylistic battleground. Along with calls for a more mechanistic legislature, style
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was a subject for radical discussion. Commitments to a mechanistic classical Parliament engendered radical approaches to government.

The Science of Politics and the New Palace

A conviction that science should guide politics informed philosophies beyond those which were politically radical and this had consequences for wider understandings of how Parliament should be rebuilt. Across the political spectrum there was a consensus that the new building should embody enlightened governance. Curiously such interpretations often shared similar intellectual roots. Being scientific provided several political identities with an ideal of what the new Palace should be. To build a structure which embodied scientific learning through practical applications and an appropriate style was a broadly shared value.

In Whig politics science and governance were, in the 1830s, closely connected. Joe Bord has described the strong links between Whig political philosophy and science, as well as between Whig manners and the cultivation of objective knowledge. Four Whig customs demonstrate the ways in which scientific engagement was an expression of identity for Whig statesmen. These Bord termed ‘liberality’, ‘statesmanship’, ‘cultivation’, and ‘rational sociability’. Bord used these manners to show how Whigs demarcated themselves from radicals and Tories. For Whigs, good government could be achieved by intellectually equipped statesmen who flaunted knowledge in the execution of their legislative duties. Politicians were also to exude rational sociability, meaning the ability to value and accept all opinions, even if conflicting, in order to work together in coalition for the national good. This paralleled accepting alternate intellectual positions in areas of natural philosophy such as Geology, so as to conduct effective improving investigations, often through learned societies. By liberality Bord has shown that the Whig sentiment of projecting a generosity of spirit towards matters of state concurred with a generosity towards scientific liberality. As a political behaviour, liberality involved opposing war and supporting political reform, while in science, liberality meant a devotion to the finding of truth while ignoring private interests and undue patronage. Finally, the Whig manner of cultivation stemmed from a connection between Whig government and land. An
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appreciation of agriculture entailed agrarian chemistry and experiments on enhancing produce. This pursuit of improving knowledge extended beyond agriculture to industrial duties. Crucially, it was in this way possible for Whigs to be utilitarian, that is concerned with matters of utility and improvement through enhanced knowledge, without subscribing to the political philosophy of Utilitarianism.

Science shaped more than broad Whig manners, but an approach to government which emphasized an unbiased and objective manner of legislating. The belief that politics should be made a subject comprising of systematic knowledge was an ancient one. In the eighteenth century the Scottish philosopher David Hume (1711–1776) injected this science of politics with an intense vigour which was part of a wider post-Newtonian attempt to apply experimental methodology to moral subjects. Collini, Winch, and Burrow have demonstrated how Dugald Stewart shared this Scottish inheritance with his students, including Henry Brougham (1778–1868), Francis Horner, Sydney Smith, and Francis Jeffrey. These young philosophic Whigs founded the Edinburgh Review in 1802; Stewart played a shaping role in forming these men’s persistence with politics as a science. Building on David Hume and Adam Smith’s (1723–1790) works that proposed a link between advances in commerce and manufacturing, and good government and liberty, Stewart posited a scientific approach to politics. Stewart actually opposed David Hume’s philosophy of scepticism, which asserted that facts and assumptions were always open to uncertainty, and instead promoted a common-sense philosophy that held that observable qualities belonging to external objects constituted true knowledge. Stewart taught his students that the enlightened legislator would be directed by an impulse to improve the happiness of society and a consideration of ‘general utility’. He coveted a government of general principles, not private interests: this replicated natural philosophy’s apparent objectivity. The active study of science was vital in this framework, cultivating improved intellect in legislators. Stewart envisaged ‘a moral-cum-intellectual fusion of the purposes of science with the art of legislation’.

If there was a personification of this Whig philosophy, then it was Stewart’s pupil, Lord Brougham, who of all Whigs had the most to say about the new Parliament (Figure 1.3). At the University of

Edinburgh academia was a highly political concern; academic offices were the patronage of the Town Council. In 1834 one critic felt that the University’s recent decline was attributable to ‘political intrigue’, while


**Figure 1.3 Henry Brougham in training: The embodiment of science and politics in 1830s Britain**
Tory and Whig interests shaped the city’s societies which endeavoured to promote science. Natural philosophy, and particularly medicine, was therefore inseparable from political matters. Between 1790 and 1830 Edinburgh was home to a ‘Whig science’, in which political economy went hand in hand with chemistry. Brougham had been at the centre of this world, believing that knowledge of chemistry would improve manufacturing and society. In part such beliefs stemmed from the university’s inseparability from the city and local industrial area. Students of Edinburgh were often sure that while Oxford University’s ‘politico-classical dream’ was detached from reality, the Scottish university’s place in the context of an industrial town shaped an interest in addressing problems of poverty and industrialization. Brougham typified such a perspective, for example, during his inquiry into the health and welfare of Ireland’s poor.

Brougham was a prolific author who enjoyed natural philosophy, and was, when arriving in London after his Edinburgh education, the embodiment of a ‘modern’ Whig. He shared Stewart’s conviction that good political science, scientific method, and attention to natural philosophy were all intrinsically connected. Through the 1790s Brougham and Horner loved to visit places of manufacturing around Edinburgh or apply their chemical knowledge to practical problems of agricultural productivity. At the 1812 general election Brougham, when attacking the Tory George Canning (1770–1827), claimed enlightened government displayed a considered use of knowledge and that this was fundamentally a Whig characteristic. Brougham was preoccupied with epistemological matters and engaged frequently in debates over the role of hypothesis in contemporary science and experiment. For Brougham, hypotheses as generalizations based on unobserved phenomena were acceptable, but speculative hypotheses on unobservable phenomena were not. Brougham was both a Whig and a natural philosopher deeply concerned with pursuing what he believed to be good scientific methodology. Maintaining a reliable epistemology in science was important for his political philosophy. As Stewart had taught, government should follow general principles rather than private interests and consider public matters objectively, reflecting on knowledge of observed facts. This was Stewart’s definition of being scientific in government and it had ramifications for Brougham’s views of Parliament’s architecture in the 1830s.
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Collini, Winch and Burrow have demonstrated how Brougham’s Whig science of politics shared much common ground with radical Utilitarian concepts of scientific government. This was reflected in the often overlapping approaches to the new Parliament’s architecture. In the years running up to the 1832 Reform Act, Utilitarian philosophical radicalism and philosophic Whiggism contested and embraced similar territory. This confrontation climaxed during the 1832 reform.\(^{109}\) While Utilitarians emphasized radical reform and utility, Whigs refused to allow utility to supersede moral feelings and favoured moderate reform.\(^{110}\) Whigs envisaged reform which protected talented men in government, such as Brougham, who might not win power through popular support alone. Science in government was thus controversial as Utilitarians and Whigs shared calls for reform and objective government, combined with enlightenment through scientific learning. This was a broad adoption of Stewart’s faith that enhanced intellect would secure social progress. These differences and similarities were manifest in the debates surrounding Parliament’s rebuilding.

After Barry’s appointment in 1836, Brougham raised doubts over how well the proposed Parliament building embodied progressive governance whenever the subject arose in the House of Lords. On one occasion, Brougham warned his fellow Peers that Barry’s plans would produce ‘a great long low Gothic building, which in a few years … would become encrusted with smoke, and covered with innumerable Gothic ornaments, until it resembled a large engraving – an eye-sore to every body of taste’. He went on to predict that Barry’s ‘monument to their [the people of the ninth century] barbarity’ would remain a proof of architectural ignorance ‘when classical taste shall have overwhelmed … this Gothic mania’.\(^{111}\) Though rousing the laughter of fellow Whig, the Marquess of Lansdown, who opposed Brougham’s views of the Gothic, these comments demonstrated Brougham’s dissatisfaction with the selection of Barry. Lansdown’s response, however, reveals the divided Whig opinion concerning the style of the new Palace.

Brougham’s clearest evaluation of Parliament’s architecture appeared in the *Edinburgh Review*.\(^{112}\) In April 1837 he reviewed a series of articles assessing how Parliament could best be symbolic of enlightened government. The articles were the work of William Richard Hamilton
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(1777–1859) who had attacked Barry’s selection and the choice of Gothic. Praising Hamilton’s ‘good taste’ and ‘important service’ in rejecting Barry’s Gothic designs, Brougham noted that Hamilton was a reputable scholar, ‘creditably known’ and with high political connections. Hamilton had ‘manfully’ protested ‘against the barbaric’ Gothic style. Brougham stipulated that the construction of Parliament was no small concern, but an unsurpassed event in the history of art; it was the most monumental work for a free people of the age. The choice to employ Gothic was a ‘pain’ for Brougham, who agreed entirely with Hamilton’s praise for the classical art of ‘the most enlightened ages’. Brougham appealed to readers to seek out Hamilton’s works and appreciate his insightful observations.

That Hamilton’s writings informed Brougham’s approach to Parliament’s architecture really matters. Brougham was the most outspoken Whig advocating that Parliament’s architecture should symbolize enlightened government. He was also the epitome of a Whig statesman who united science and politics. In Hamilton’s work, Brougham found the most cogent and sustained analysis of how and why Parliament should mirror scientific learning. Between 1836 and 1837 Hamilton composed three letters addressed to his former Foreign Office colleague Thomas Bruce (1766–1841), seventh Earl of Elgin, arguing for Parliament to represent science and knowledge through the Grecian style of architecture. These letters attracted much attention in the specialist and technical press and had a considerable readership within Parliament, including Hume. Hamilton had won fame in 1801 by foiling a French attempt to transport the Rosetta Stone from Alexandria to France following Napoleon’s disastrous Egyptian campaign. He was at the time serving as the attaché to Elgin and the British ambassador to the Ottoman Empire in Constantinople.

The son of the Archdeacon of Colchester, Hamilton had attended Harrow and matriculated from St John’s College, Cambridge, in 1795. After securing the Rosetta Stone and Parthenon Marbles as British war trophies, Hamilton returned back to London and worked in the Foreign Office until retiring on health grounds in 1824.
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Aside from his diplomatic career, Hamilton enjoyed antiquarian and scientific pursuits. In addition to translating the Greek on the Rosetta Stone to English, Hamilton was a founding member of the Royal Geographical Society, an ardent supporter of the Royal Institution, and from 1838 a trustee of the British Museum. As president of the Royal Geographical Society, Hamilton oversaw the election of the Cambridge historian and philosopher of science William Whewell (1794–1866) in 1837 and was well acquainted with his writings. Hamilton was also a close friend of the eminent geologist Roderick Murchison (1792–1871). Together they enjoyed days out combining natural history and mechanics. On one occasion Murchison visited Hamilton at his house in Portsmouth. They took breakfast before examining a stretch of coast and then surveying several Royal Navy vessels, including the HMS Victory. Following this, they rowed over to the Navy’s New Victualling Establishment. There they witnessed the ‘most curious thing . . . namely the Baking of Ship’s biscuit by machinery’. Hamilton and Murchison shared a mutual interest in the natural and the industrial. Indeed in 1843 Hamilton felt Murchison to be his ideal replacement as President of the Royal Geographical Society: such a man of science would secure the best interests of the society.

In 1836, Hamilton turned his attention to Parliament’s architecture. Hamilton’s initial work denounced the Gothic style in favour of the Grecian. Gothic, he argued, was monastic in character and reflected a ‘barbarous’ period of history. Grecian however, Hamilton argued, embodied ‘improved knowledge’ and learning. He explained that ‘Architecture had thus become a mirror of the improvement of science in various periods’. He felt that the post-Reformation abandonment of the Gothic complemented England’s ‘more wholesome direction’ in the arts, literature, and science. Inigo Jones and Christopher Wren produced classical architecture which mirrored the natural philosophy of men like Robert Boyle (1627–1691) and Isaac Newton (1642–1727). The Greek style imitated the ‘grandeur of nature’ and marked ‘progress’, while ‘Gothic barbarism’ was indicative of the ignorance of the Middle Ages. Gothic architecture projected the romance central to the works of Walter Scott, but it also appealed to an age both ‘feudal and ancestral’,
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and therefore wholly inappropriate for a reformed legislature. Hamilton argued that architecture should show ‘the advancement of national science’, rather than fleeting literary fashion.  

In his second and third letters, Hamilton specified how Parliament could embody science in two ways. Primarily, architectural construction itself was a science. Hamilton stated that it ‘is idle to discuss whether architecture be a science or an art . . . it is both . . . It is based upon science, and it culminates in art’.  

Architecture involved ‘all the various developments of the properties of nature, of mathematical truths, and of inventive genius . . . it marks the progress of the human race in the powers of composition’. Hamilton described how the Greek style exhibited this employment of nature in a way superior to Gothic. Nature inspired all Greek structures. For example, architectural virtues of mathematics and geometry could be observed in the works of spiders. Greek architecture employed such observations through the ‘rude stems of oak or willow placed against each other in parallel lines, [and] the horizontal beams which rest upon them’. To build with Grecian pillars (tree trunks) and in the Corinthian order (the leaves of the acanthus) was to ‘copy from Nature’. Such simplicity in weight distribution reflected ‘rational faculties, truth and nature’. Hamilton believed Parliament should be an ‘exemplification of the simplicity of ancient art applied to modern science’.

According to Hamilton, the second way in which Parliament’s architecture should be a work of science was to ‘mirror’ the science of the age. Architectural works were ‘calculated to record the scientific and mechanical discoveries’ of a period. The Greek architecture of ancient times paralleled ‘the progress of intellectual philosophy, whose real triumph in the person of Socrates was to enquire into, and interpret the phenomena of the moral and physical worlds’. Hamilton believed that modern inductive science was the descendent of this Greek philosophy. Ancient Greece
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had lacked the ‘commanding necessity’ to study and apply the ‘physical sciences, such as Mechanics, Astronomy, Optics and Hydrostatics’ because they did not have to navigate beyond the Mediterranean.\textsuperscript{130} He claimed that in the Mediterranean, no compasses, astronomy, or optical glasses were required. Hamilton observed such techniques were only necessary for the discovery of the new World and passage to India, yet the ancients’ application of geometry and mechanics to temples was highly advanced.\textsuperscript{131} While Britain did not derive the skills of navigation from the Greeks, Hamilton showed that this was because of differing demands.

Although Hamilton distinguished between the specific subjects of ancient and modern natural philosophy, he felt that enlightened learning was part of a Greek inheritance. Furthermore, as Grecian architecture reflected nature and therefore mirrored the philosophical investigations of the natural world, Parliament should emulate the style to embody a nation which appreciated such enlightenment. Grecian embodied not only the mechanics of architecture, but all contemporary natural philosophy. For Hamilton, this mirroring of modern science was more important for Parliament than any other public building. He asserted that the Palace should reflect ‘human intellect’ and the reformed political system to project a character of enlightened government. In Parliament, ‘politics, trade, justice, religion, property, laws, agriculture, jurisprudence, police, manufactures, roads, enclosures, all our daily wants and interests’ were to be ‘sifted, debated, and resolved’.\textsuperscript{132} Hamilton contended that important discussions had to take place in an atmosphere of scientific enlightenment. Such work should have an architectural style which mirrored Britain’s eminence in natural history, the pure and experimental sciences, and navigation. This was an inheritance from the ancients, not the barbaric Middle Ages.\textsuperscript{133}

Brougham completely endorsed Hamilton’s essays. The close association of science and governance were shared values and Brougham found Hamilton’s views compatible with his own Whiggism. Although no Utilitarian, Hamilton’s first publication concerning Parliament actually appeared in the \textit{Westminster Review} in July 1836. Writing under the initials ‘W. E. H.’, Hamilton began by attacking Barry’s design. Such a Gothic edifice represented ‘the ascendency of the Church, and the triumph of Episcopacy’.\textsuperscript{134} Hamilton warned sarcastically that the use of Gothic was part of a ‘great ecclesiastical plot’ to overturn the newly reformed constitution and restore power to the King and Bishops. He feared that the ‘increasing ascendency of the Catholic party over the ministry’ was transforming the Commons into ‘a great monastic establishment’. Part of this monastic
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regime included opposition to allowing women into the gallery of the House. In the context of recent Catholic emancipation and the government-funded church building programme, Gothic perpetuated an increasingly High-Church Anglican, or even Catholic, approach to government. Dissenting non-conformist MPs were the target of such architecture. Barry’s design would mean that ‘The infidel portion of the Lower House will no longer be enabled to avoid going to church; every committee-room will be a chapel . . . [furnished] with Bibles, prayer-books, and useful homilies’. Hamilton believed that the reading of prayers before debates and Parliamentary sermons would soon be accompanied by organ music. With its cathedral and monastic associations, Gothic was not modern, but inappropriate to house a Parliament governing a nation including dissenters, infidels, and Jews. Hamilton demanded the site be changed to one not consecrated, ideally Green Park, and the style be altered to one free of religious connotations.

Hamilton also cited improvements to drainage and air circulation as additional reasons for a change of site. Despite his suspicion that most victims of poor ventilation would be ‘elderly astmatical [sic.] gentlemen (who fortunately are all Conservatives)’ and therefore harbouring hopes that Westminster’s bad air would undermine underhand attempts to unseat worthy liberal representatives, Hamilton believed government should be sheltered from such ‘noxious influences’ and high mortality rates. As for style, a switch to Grecian promised further practical improvements regarding the durability of stone. London’s coal consumption would, Hamilton claimed, damage and discolour any public building of excessive ornament. He felt that Gothic’s reliance on intricate mouldings and delicate carvings for aesthetical quality would contrast poorly with Grecian’s simplicity in London’s deleterious atmosphere. However, Hamilton was not espousing a Utilitarian manifesto.

Hamilton’s writings instead seem to fit better within the sentiments of what David Watkin has labelled the ‘Cambridge Hellenists’. This group of travelling scholars, which included the prominent designer Thomas Hope (1769–1831) and architect William Wilkins, was active throughout the early nineteenth century in promoting academic interest in Ancient Greece. In particular, Hamilton’s thoughts resonate with those of the Hellenist Charles Kelsall (1782–1857) who argued that neoclassical architecture was a central
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feature in the liberalization and modernization of the nation. He called for a purifying process of civilization, in which Greek architecture, and specifically the pure Greek Doric order, was central. As early as 1814, Kelsall united architecture and science in a proposed reform of Oxford and Cambridge Universities. He asserted that Cambridge should be made to offer a variety of subjects, taught through six subject-specific colleges, including natural philosophy, mathematics, and agriculture and manufacturing. This scheme for what he referred to as a ‘Nurse of Universal Science’ envisaged much attention to the architecture of each college, including the mathematics college built in the Doric order. However, this was not shaped by a desire for political reform, as witnessed in the 1830s, but a commitment to intellectual neoclassicism. Hamilton’s arguments echo Kelsall’s appraisal of the Greek style and science; much more so than Utilitarian notions of function. Neoclassicism was not inseparably linked to republican politics. As Frank Salmon showed, in the 1830s it was classical Roman architecture which was the dominant style of English public architecture.

Hamilton’s works are important because between 1836 and 1837 they were a focal point of discussion concerning the use of Gothic at Westminster. The case for the Gothic style was compelling, including appeals to nature and history every bit as elaborate as Hamilton’s. Obviously, the style could easily be assimilated with the existing architecture of Westminster Hall and the Abbey. However, the other central arguments were historical and environmental. The idea that architecture was a body of knowledge comparable to science was built on a growing attention to history and nature. This had implications for the use of Gothic for the new palace. Historically, the Gothic was associated with Westminster; the place where it was held that the British constitution and law had been moulded. Importantly, the Gothic was fundamentally Christian in character and could be portrayed as a British style; its selection was an assertion of national confidence. The Times, for example, believed the Gothic appropriate because it was England’s ‘best national style’. Much romantic sentiment had been stirred up
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by the 1830s thanks to the popularity of Walter Scott’s (1771–1832) literary creations, especially his Waverley novels. Such enthusiasm for the medieval was enhanced after the fire of 1834. With Parliament in ruins, the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century alterations were stripped away revealing the staggering beauty of the original medieval walls of St Stephen’s Chapel. This rediscovered ancient glory roused popular support for the Gothic.145 Taken together with the romantic notions of Westminster’s role in the formation of the British political system, this presented a powerful basis for those advocating a new Gothic palace.

In terms of nature, the Gothic also seemed appropriate. Promoters of the style noted its suitability for the northern Europe climate, with its sombre appearance fitting of Britain’s grey skies and persistent rain. At the same time, its forms were claimed to be taken from nature, including vaulting which was likened to the meeting branches of trees in a forest. More than the neoclassical, the Gothic boasted endless variation in ornament, which was analogous to the infinite variety of botany.146 As will be shown, this scientific basis for Gothic as a rational style of architecture became increasingly sophisticated during the decades following the 1830s. Such interpretations of the Gothic reached a crescendo in the 1850s with John Ruskin and the architects who followed Barry, including George Gilbert Scott, Alfred Waterhouse, and William Butterfield.

Nevertheless, in the 1830s, Hamilton had a wide readership. One review in the Architectural Magazine echoed Hamilton’s view of architecture as the ‘mirror of the improvement of science’ and praised his argument for the superiority of the Grecian style.147 Others opposed Hamilton’s promotion of the Grecian. Colonel Julian R. Jackson (1790–1853), who eventually became secretary to the Royal Geographical Society, felt Hamilton’s distinction between the Grecian and Gothic to be superficial.148 Jackson had contributed several papers to the Royal Geographical Society arguing that geography should be an independent science and in 1834 proposed a systematic terminology for the study of river systems. Within the society, Jackson’s work was commonly

regarded to be scientifically rigorous.\textsuperscript{149} When it came to architecture, Jackson thought that Hamilton was merely a ‘professed amateur of the Greek style’. Jackson argued that true ‘genius’ was the ability to apply ‘skill and science’ to any style. The Parliamentary competition, by specifying either Gothic or Elizabethan, was thus effectively saying to architects, ‘You have done well in the Grecian style; now show your science by a master-piece of Gothic’.\textsuperscript{150} The competition was therefore actively promoting science. Jackson also felt the religious connotations of Gothic were appropriate for a morally upstanding and patriotic legislature. He praised Barry’s designs and the Gothic in general. He believed that Gothic vaulting, spires, and buttresses revealed ‘such a degree of science in the composition and division of forces ... as can have resulted only from much mathematical knowledge’.\textsuperscript{151}

While Brougham and Hamilton damned the Gothic for its medieval character and unscientific nature, advocates of the style were equally keen to defend its practical and scientific qualities. The \textit{Quarterly Review} noted in 1837 that the philosophies of architecture were ‘in a state of war’.\textsuperscript{152} A Conservative organ, the journal sympathized with the commissioners of Cust’s competition, who were caught in the conflict between Greeks and Goths. It asserted that recent appeals deploying ‘technical knowledge’ against the Gothic were merely the responses of disgruntled losing entrants to the competition. The journal believed vaulting to be an indication of enlightenment and felt the style to have great ‘utility’.\textsuperscript{153} Such work was the product of architects who had ‘profoundly studied the natural feelings of mankind’. It was a style to conjure up emotion in the ignorant and encourage intellectual cultivation. Authoring the \textit{Quarterly Review’s} consideration of Parliament’s architecture, the classical scholar John Bacon Sawry (1772[?–1843) felt that the Gothic clearly displayed ‘mechanical skill, and no less intellectual refinement than had been exhibited in the construction of the most finished Grecian temple’.\textsuperscript{154}

Even staunch Tories felt compelled to wade into the debates over Parliament’s architecture armed with a rhetoric of science and practicality. Sir Archibald Alison (1792–1867) provided a Tory commentary on British architecture in the Conservative \textit{Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine}. A graduate of the University of Edinburgh and son of an Episcopalian
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cleric, Alison was a frequent contributor to *Blackwood’s*.\(^{155}\) Aside from adopting an anti-Malthusian view of population growth and writing a series of thirteen articles between 1831 and 1832 linking English reform with the French Revolution of 1830, Alison opposed all Whig ideology and argued that the 1832 Reform Act engendered a descent into anarchy. Architecture, Alison asserted, was a noble art which conveyed sentiment through history, defying time and testifying to ‘the immortality of man’.\(^{156}\) He considered Britain’s cathedrals and monasteries as evidence of the nation’s architectural pre-eminence. However, Alison detested the recent English penchant for building Regency edifices of ‘monstrous fragility’.\(^{157}\) The point of good architecture was to employ quality stone in a style which would defy the decay of time. It was an architect’s duty to build works that would last, as the ancients had done. With the wealth of Britain’s empire, Alison thought that the ancients would have ‘made London the noblest city in Christendom’ by using durable stone. As for style, rather than the recent neoclassical piles, a ‘more manly’ one was called for: one that would glorify the works of the ‘Creator’. He felt this was Gothic.

Turning to the new Palace of Westminster, Alison believed a building was called for which honoured God and would endure the ages. He appealed for attention to be paid to the choice of stone and design so that the building might house Britain’s government for centuries to come. He advised a construction ‘entirely of stone, fire-proof, and worthy of being the palace of the constitution’.\(^ {158}\) Architects should ‘erect on such a scale of durability as may defy alike the war of elements, the decay of time, and the madness of people’. Alison’s sentiments reveal a very different conception of what Parliament meant to those held in Utilitarian circles. Rather than a machine for legislation production, or making momentous decisions, Alison’s ideal Parliament was a building which would confirm the solidarity of the British constitution.

This Tory call for practical attention to materials was framed with caution. Practical knowledge should be deployed to capture the truth of Anglican government for generations to come and defy time. Yet Alison warned against society’s obsession with utility. Although utility was, he
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conceded, vital in bridges, roads, docks, and canals, and was a source of national pride in works such as the Manchester Railway and Thames Tunnel, in architecture it was in danger of overcoming all aesthetics. He feared the nation was becoming a ‘mere race of utilitarians’, living by dividends. A Parliament determined purely by utility and function would therefore embody not only Utilitarian philosophy, but a more general utilitarian approach to life. Furthermore, it was the ‘great convulsion of 1832’ that was to blame. Alison argued that great works of durability were rare in ‘Democratic societies’ where governments lived in fear of expenditure. Reform entailed a stinginess inhibiting the construction of any great and lasting architecture.\(^{159}\) Alison felt that the consequence of extended franchise was thus ephemeral architecture. Ironically, such an argument was intended to deconstruct utilitarian claims of practicality and reason. To build a Parliament worthy of Britain would entail the use of expensive quality stone; an option that Alison reckoned was severely undermined by recent Whig reforms.\(^{160}\) Alison demonstrates how all political sides could employ a language of practical knowledge when articulating their ideas. What was contested was not whether the building should be scientific, but what was a suitable manner of being practical and what style best embodied British politics. Interestingly, similar to Hume’s Utilitarianism and Brougham’s Whiggism, Alison had strong connections with Dugald Stewart. Alison’s father, Archibald Alison (1757–1839), was a lifelong friend of Stewart following his time at the University of Glasgow. Hume, Brougham, and Alison’s intellectual foundations were not too distant.

### Conclusion

Although in the 1830s, science had a broad meaning and curious political value, its prominence in contemporary society means that its adoption as a rhetorical tool in debates over the new Palace should not come as a surprise. In the hands of radicals, science became a rational approach apparently justifying a mechanistic, objective legislature. For others, it was a crucial epistemological resource for improving governance. Indeed, it became something which might help preserve the political system from more extensive reforms, or even dangerous revolutions. Barry’s appointment came in

\(^{159}\) Ibid., pp. 235, 237.

\(^{160}\) In the late 1820s, Whig and Tory administrations both endeavoured to cut expenditure on public architecture, see Port, ‘Parliamentary scrutiny and treasury stringency’, pp. 158, 175.
the context of this delicate relationship between science and politics. He was required to produce a Palace emphasizing political stability and traditional continuity, but also one which appeared enlightened, built with attention to the latest scientific learnings. Rebuilding Parliament was an engineering challenge, and a political one, and Barry intended to provide solutions to both.